Figure 3: Obverse of the 1947 Cholera Medal.

Figure 2: Reverse of the 1945 Malaria Medal.
1947 Cholera Medal

Obverse (Figure 3): A 35mm gilded bronze medal with
the same obverse of the 1945 medal but with no crown
suspension. It may be that the crown suspension was
peculiar to the Cholera Medal or possible this indicates
two classes of these awards - with and without crown.
Miniatures of both medals, 18mm diameter, are known
and bear a slightly different obverse being a frontal effigy
of the King.
Reverse (Figure 4): Within a crescent a scene depicting
a tented refugee camp with a female patient supported,
to the right, by a nurse and being injected by a doctor to
the left. Uppermost, a relief plane and vapor trail. The
crescent bears the Arabic inscription meaning: Medal
commemorating the Cholera epidemic of 1947. To the
left the manufacturer’s name "Fox."
Suspension: By a loop through at the top of the medal no full size ribbon has been identified, but the miniature
ribbon, 12ram, is plain green in color.
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Figure 4: Reverse of the 1947 Cholera Medal

Combined Medal
This medal, which is of much higher quality, has an
obverse (Figure 5), which is the same as the reverse of
the 1945 Malaria Medal and a reverse (Figure 6) that is
the same as the reverse of the 1947 Cholera Medal. This
piece was purchased directly from Bichay, and because
the king’s effigy is missing, I believe that it could be a
trial or proof piece - however it is possible that it
rewarded those who participated in both health
campaigns. The reverse bears the name "Fox."
Suspension is by a loop and the ribbon is 37ram pale
green.
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slightly different obverses they may have been
manufactured by Bichay. The image appears to have been
taken from an official portrait of King Farouk.
Almost 40 years after the outbreak the cholera epidemic
continued to inspire artists - the 1986 the film "The Sixth
Day" was made - directed by Youssef Chahine, and
starring the Egyptian singer Dalida. The main character,
Saddika, lives in Cairo with her paralytic husband and
grandson Hassan. When the cholera strikes her grandson,
Saddika enlists the help of her admirer Okka to take her
and Hassan to Alexandria where they await the sixth day
- the day when the cholera victim either recovers or dies.
This article represents an attempt to record what little
information there is about these medals and I would wish
to especially thank Paula and Vicken Koundakjian, Chris
Weeks and Emmanuel Halleux for their assistance.
Postscript
Figure 5: Obverse of the Combined Medal.

It is interesting to note that DDT played its part in the
prosecution of the Second World War:
"It was rushed to every Allied theatre. In Naples,
in 1944 the Army averted a catastrophic typhus
epidemic by ’dusting’more than a million people
with DDTpowder. The Army Air Force built DDT
bombs attaching 625-gallon tanks to the
underside wings of B25s and C47s, and began
spraying pacific beachheads in advance of troop
arrivals. In Saipan, invading Marines were
overtaken by dengue, a debilitating fever borne
by the Aedes variety of mosquito. 500 men were
falling sick every day, each incapacitated for 4
to 5 weeks. The Medical Officer called in a DDT
air strike that saturated the surrounding 25
square miles with nearly 9000 gallons of 5%
DDT solution. The dengue passed. The Marines
took Saipan."

Figure 6: Reverse of the Combined Medal.

With regard to the manufacturer, I have only come across
another Egyptian award with the name of "Fox" (or
"Fuchs"), this being on the reverse of an example of the
Republican Order of Independence. Fahmy Bichay has
advised me that Fox was a jeweller in Cairo who
manufactured a limited number of medals. The miniature
of the 1947 Cholera Medal does not bear any maker’s
mark and the two in my possession came from the
collection of Fahmy Tewfiq Bichay. In view of the
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A German Medal Group
That’s Going the Wrong Way
Tony Colson
In the military services of most countries, the habit of
accumulating medals for display on one’s chest was a
practice pursued with great vigor. Strongly anchored in
the minds of many soldiers was the common belief that
the more medals one was awarded, the greater the
recognition of one’s military prowess. Soldiers serving
in the army of nineteenth century Germany were no
exception. Areview of photographs of military personnel
of that era confirms beyond any doubt the notion that
when it came to medals, more was definitely better. It
was not uncommon for senior officers to be seen wearing
long, mounted groups featuring a dozen or so full-sized
medals. This story involves a German General who
instead of adding more decorations to his Ordensspange,
or medal group, had to take the painful step backwards,
that is, making it shorter.

Figure 2: Iron Cross, 2nd Class.

Figure 3: War Memorial Decoration, 1870/1871.
Figure 1: Remembrance Cross for K6niggriitz , 1866.

Robert W. Koehne was born on March 25, 1847. His
affinity for things military developed at an early age.
Even before his 20th birthday, he was involved in military
combat and had obtained a commission as a Leutnant.
As a member of Field Artillery Regiment Nr. 4, he took
part in the battle of K6niggrfitz in July of 1866. About
three months later he was awarded his first decoration,
the 1866 Remembrance Cross for that battle
(Erinnerungskreuz 1866 mit der Inschrifi KOniggriitz den
3. Juli 1866")(Figure 1).
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The next major event that was to impact on young
Lieutenant Koehne’s life occurred in 1870/71 with the
outbreak of the Franco-Pmssian War. Again going to war
with Field Artillery Regiment Nr. 4, he distinguished
himself by being awarded the prestigious Iron Cross 2rid
Class on combatant ribbon (Eisernes Kreuz II. Klasse
am Bande flit Kiimpfer) (Figure 2). In addition, he was
also awarded the War Memorial Decoration 1870/1871
(Kriegsdenkmiinze 1870/71). The latter decoration was
manufactured from melted, captured (French) cannon
(Aus Erobertem Geschiitz) (Figure 3).
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